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0. INTRoDUCT10~ 
In this paper we are concerned with the existence of global classical 
solutions of the initial-boundary value problem for the following nonlinear 
wave equations 
u,, - Au + CT(X, u,) + g(x, u) =f(x, t) on nx[O,ac,) (0.1) 
4x2 0) = u&h u,(x, 0) = u,(x), and 4x, t)lx2 = 0, (0.2) 
where Q is a bounded domain in RN, N= 3, with sufficiently smooth 
boundary X?, and a(x, u) and g(x, U) are smooth functions satisfying 
0(x, 0) = g(x, 0) = 0 and a(x, u)u30. (0.3) 
In fact we shall assume a(x, u) is strictly increasing in u and also impose 
a certain smallness condition on the initial data (zq,, U, ) and the forcing 
term f, but it is weaker compared with earlier works (see Theorem 1.1). 
For a moment we assume further g(x, u)u 3 0 for simplicity. When N= 1 
the global existence of the smooth solutions for (O.l)-(0.2) is easily proved 
by a standard energy method (cf. Strauss [ 121, Nakao [7]). When IV= 2 
we can also prove a similar result if B(X, o) satisfies the conditions: 
8(x, u)/du b 0, 
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though such a result seems not to have been published (cf. Sather [9]). 
When N> 3 and a(x, u) is genuinely nonlinear, however, we have very 
little result on the global existence of smooth solutions to the problem 
(O.l)-(0.2). 
The object of this paper is to derive an existence theorem of global 
smooth (classical) solutions for a set 6 of initial data (uO, u,) under a 
strictly monotonicity condition on G(,x, u): 
~o(x,c)BB”(~)>o if Iv/ <L (3L>O). (0.5 1 
We would emphasize that 6 is small but unbounded in a certain sense and 
also our result is new even for the case that a(x, u) is linear in u, that is, 
cr(x, u)=a(x)u, U(X)>Eo>O. 
It is true that we can show rather easily, by applying a standard contrac- 
tion principle, that under the condition (0.5) the problem (O.lt(0.2) 
admits a global classical solution for each smooth initial datum satisfying 
certain compatibility condition and a “smallness” condition in a strong 
norm, say, H, x H, norm (when N = 3). In fact, similar results concerning 
small amplitude solutions are known even for stronger or fully nonlinear 
equations (cf. Shibata [li], Shatah [lo], Matsumura [4], etc.) But, we 
emphasize, our set 6 of initial data which allow the global existence of 
classical solutions is unbounded in the space H, x H,. For a typical case 
a(x, u) = u + u3 (N = 3) 6 is unbounded even in the space H, x H2 (see 
Corollary 1.1). We note also that we make no growth conditions on a(.~, u) 
and g(x, U) in u and U, respectively. 
Recently, Ebihara [2] proved a related result for the case g(x, U) = 
f(x, t) = 0 by use of a penalty method. There, it is shown that there exists 
an unbounded set ‘213~ H, x H4 (if N= 3) such that for (u,, u,)E!D the 
problem (O.l)-(0.2) (with g =f= 0) admits a global classical solution. The 
set %I3 in [2] is defined through a qualitative behaviour of certain modified 
(approximate) solutions and hence the delinitionof 2B is ambiguous in the 
sense that we have no means to characterize the unboundedness of 2B. 
While, we employ here a more natural energy method (cf. Amerio and 
Prouse [ 11, Nakao [S]) to show the global existence and boundedness (or 
exponential decay) of a classical solution of (O.l )-(0.2) for (u,, u,) E 6, 6 
being clearly defined in a quantitative way. Since our set 6 is unbounded 
in H, x H, (possibly in H, x H,) it is trivially unbounded in H, x H,. Our 
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method goes well even for the case g(x, U) # 0 and we can treat, for a typi- 
cal example, the case that 0(x, u) = v and g(x, U) = +u5 (see Corollary 1.2. 
See also our forthcoming paper [8], where the case (I(x, o)= 
a(x)o, a(x) > 0, is considered.) It may be also worth mentioning that since 
our method does not utilize the decay property of solutions, the forcing 
term f is not required to decay as t + m and hence, periodic functions in 
t, for example, are allowed. 
Although our method could be applied to the equations in any dimen- 
sion N we restrict ourselves to the typical and most important case N= 3 
in order to make the essential feature clear. The readers can consult 
[14, 2, 81, etc., on the generalization of our result to the higher dimen- 
sional cases Nb 4. Moreover, we assume in what follows that (~(x, v) = a(u) 
and g(x, u)= g(u) (independent of x) to simplify the notation (the 
dependence of (T, g on x causes no difficulty in our argument). 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND RESULT 
The functions considered are all real valued. The function spaces we use 
are all familiar and we omit the definitions of them. Let us begin with the 
following well known and powerful lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1 (Gagliardo and Nirenberg). It holds that 
ll~/l,6const. II4I& IId-” .for u E H,(Q) (1.1) 
with 0=(1/r- l/q)(m/N+ l/r-+))‘, where m is a positive integer and 
r, q should satisfy the following conditions: 1 <r < q < 2N/(N - 2m) if 
N>2m, l<rbq<m if N=2m, and l<r<q<a if’ 1 <N<2m. (11.11, 
denotes L’(Q) norm.) 
We use the following elementary lemma to show the exponential decay 
of the solutions. 
LEMMA 1.2 (Cf. [S]). Let d(t) he a nonnegatiue function on R+ = 
[0, co), sati.$ying 
~<~lflj+,~(S)~Co(d(f)-C(f+l))+Cle~n’, t > 0, (1.2) 
. . 
with C,>O, C,>OandI>O. 
Then, it holds that 
d(t)<max( sup d(s),Cl} for tb0 
o<s< I 
(1.3) 
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and 
4(f)< sup &S)e-“‘+p(t) ,for t31, 
0 < .c < I 
(1.4) 
where we set v = log { ( 1 + C,)/C, ) ( > 0) and 
i 
C,/(l+C,)(t1-i.).e ” lj’ \I > i. 
p(t)= CL/(1 +CO).tem”’ lf I’ = /! 
C,/(t +C,)(l-v).eimmvem “’ if v<i. 
Proof: If d(t) d &t + 1) for some t, then (1.2) implies 
From this we conclude (1.3). From (1.2) we see 
d(f+ 1)6Co/(C0+ l).~(f)+C,/(C,+ l).e ” for t>O 
which gives ( 1.4) easily. 
Now, we state our hypotheses on a(u), g(u), and ,f(x, t). 
HYPOTHESIS I. ~(2;) is a smooth (C3-class is sufficient) function on R, 
and there exists L > 0 (possibly L = cc ) such that the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) a(0) = 0, 
(ii) k, ’ <a’(u) and a’(tl)o<&o(o) if /uI CL, 
(iii) (T(u)~~~~(~(u)u)~‘~+‘)~‘~+~)+~, lu12 if 1~11 -CL with some 
O<r<<, and 
(iv) (O(~)(U))’ dk,o’(u), i= 2, 3, if luI <L, where ki, i= 0, 1, 2, 3, and 
iti, i=O, 1, are nonnegative constants (k,>O) which may depend on L. 
Note that we may assume k, 2 1 in (ii) and also that we have from (ii) 
and (iii) 
and 
if IuI CL. 
la(u)l’<k;+’ Iup+‘)+l;, 1012 (1.5) 
la’(u)12<E;(k;+2 Iu12’+jt,) (1.6) 
HYPOTHESIS II. g(u) is a smooth ( C3 class is sufficient) function on R, 
and there exists M> 0 (possibly M= cc) such that the following conditions 
hold: 
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0) g(O) = 0, 
(ii) G’ IIWI: < 4 IIWI~ + jn j;; g(q)Qdx d C,(IIW/: + 
jn g(u) u dx) for UE HP n L”(Q) with IuI < M, 
111) Ig(u)l<C, Iu( (l+(ul”+‘) if lul<M, with some a,O<a<l, 
and (“’ 
(iv) Ig”‘(u)l d C,(l + lul ‘+‘-Q, i= 1,2, 3, if IuI <A4 
with the same c( as in (iii), where in the above C,, i=O, 1, are positive 
constants which may depend on M. 
HYPOTHESIS III. f( .) belongs to 
c’([O, ~);L2(Q))nC1(C0, co); Hy)nC’([O, co); H,) 
and satisfies 
llDff(t)~Ir<d,e-A”, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, (Df = 8/8ti) 
with some d, > 0 and A, > 0. 
Under the Hypotheses I, II, and III we consider the problem 
VW 
u,, - Au + a(u,) + g(u) =f(x, f) on C?x[O,co) 
440) = u,(x), u,(x, 0) = u,(.u), and u(x, t)lm = 0. 
(1.7) 
When the time interval [0, 00) is replaced by [0, T) or [0, T] we also call 
the problem as (1.7) or (IBV). 
For a smooth solution of (IBV) to exist the initial datum (u,, ui) or 
(uo, u,, f(0)) must satisfy an appropriate compatibility condition with the 
boundary condition UI SR = 0. Let us state such a one under the assumption 
(u,, ul) E H, x H,. Noting that 
H,xH,cC*(fi)xC’(@ (recall N = 3 ) (1.8) 
we define the functions ui. i = 2, 3,4, on .Q as follows 
u*=duo-a(u,)-g(uo)+f(.~,O), 
243 = Au, - a’(u,)u* - g’(u,)u, +f,(x, 0) 
and 
uq = Au, - a”(u,)(u,)‘- a’(u,)u, 
- g’(uo)u* - g”(uo)(u,)* +f,,(& 0). 
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It is easy to see that if u(t) is a smooth solution of (IBV), then 
L+(O) = u,, i=o, I, 2, 3. 4. (1.9) 
DEFINITION 1.1. We say the initial datum (u,,, u,) satisfies the com- 
patibility condition of order nz( ~4) if ui, i=O, . . . . ~2, belong(s) to H:. 
It is also easy to see that if ,f- 0, (u,, U, ) E H, x H, satisfies the com- 
patibility condition of order 3 if and only if 
(uo, u,) ED(A2) x D(A3”), 
where A is the selfadjoint operator in L*(Q) defined by 
A= -A with D(A) = H*(Q) n HP(Q)). 
The following existence theorem of local smooth solutions is standard 
(cf. Inou [3], v. Wahl [15], Pecher [14], etc.). 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (Existence of Local Solution). Suppose that the 
Hypotheses I, II, and III are filfi:lled. Let (u,, u,) belong to H, x H, and 
satisfy the compatibility condition of order 3. We assume moreover the 
inequalities 
ll~oll x < A4 and Ilt(, II % <L (1.10) 
hold. 
Then, there exists T = T( Ij u0 I/ H4, IbIIH3r M- ll4lc.z. L- llu,II,)>Osuch 
that the problem (IBV) admits a unique solution u in the class 
C4( [0, T); L’) ; C3-‘( [0, T); Hi+, A H;). (1.11) 
i=O 
By a standard argument on the basis of Proposition 1.1, it suffices for 
the existence of a global solution in the class (1.11) with T = co to show 
that for each T> 0 there exist M, = M,( T) < M, L, = L( T) < L and 
K= K(T) < 00 such that 
and 
SUP ll4t)ll ,x1 < MO, SUP Ilut(t)ll r < Lo (1.12) 
0<,<7- O<f<T 
ozlf;T ,co ll%4%,.9W) (Ho= L2) (1.13) 
. . I 
hold for assumed smooth solutions u(t) on [0, T+ 8). E > 0. 
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To state our result we introduce the following notations or quantities. 
~~~~~~~=f~Il~,~~~ll:+ll~~~~~ll:)+Jb~~~~a~~~~-~. 
E(Dfu(t))= ${ llD;+‘u(t,ll~+ llvDfu(t)ll:}, i= 1, 2, 3, 
~f=HWW= ;(llu,+ Ill:+ IIW:}, i= 1, 2, 3, 
d=~~~~~~~=~(ll~,ll~+ll~~,/l~J+~~~~”g~~~~~~.~, 
Q;=I,‘+k,d,Z, 
Bi=max(Q& C,3(k:“+2Jdo2”+‘+k~(l +ki)d,f)}, 
Q:=~:+C,(M)4/(1-~)(1+CoQ~)2(r+I)~”-~’Q~+d:, 
(B;)‘=k,C,B;+C,(M)4”1-1)(1 +C,B;)2’“+““1--z’B;+df, 
B: = max{Qf, (B;12}, 
B;=B;+k;+2B:‘r+I) +k,B;+C;(C,B;+C;+2B~+4), 
Q:=1~+(C,(1+COQ~)‘a+““}8’(‘~1’Q:+df, 
(B;)2=B;+{C,(1+C,B;)“+“~Z)8”‘-‘)B~+d;, 
BS=max{Qi, (BS)‘} 
and 
&= B;+k;(k;+’ Bf’B; + k, B:) + C;(N; + B;‘“+ “Bf) + d;. 
We note that if f= 0, the quantities introduced in the above become 
much simpler (cf. Corollary 1.1). 
Our result reads as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. In addition to the assumptions of Proposition 1.1 suppose 
that 
CB’f28112 < M 
0 I and CB114jj3/4 < L 0 2 (1.14) 
with certain constant C > 0 independent of M, L and (u,, u1 ). 
Then, there exists &o > 0 independent of L, M and ( uo, u, ) such that if 
k,B,B;<&, 
the problem (IBV) admits a unique solution u belonging to 
(1.15) 
C4(R+; L2) n C3-‘(R+; Hi+, n HP) (1.16) 
i=o 
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(R f = [0, co)), and we halie the estimates 
and 
sup &u(t)) < B,$ 
f 2 (I 
(1.17) 
sup E(D;u(t)) 6 CB;, i= 1, 2, 3, (1.18) 
f 2 0 
sup Ilu(t) < CB,!,‘?& ’ 
r20 
(1.19) 
sup llu,(t)ll T 6 CB;‘4@4, 
120 
where B, is a positive constant depending on )I u0 11 n4 and II u[I uj. Moreooer, if 
E,,;l,i2A3 > 0, we have 
E(Dlu(t)) 6 Qfepplf, i=O, 1,2,3, (1.20) 
f~~~~~~~~=~~~ll~~0llH~,I/~II/Hi~~~~~~~~=~i(~o~~~,~,,~~~~~. 
Remark. Let us denote by G,,,. the set of (u,, U, ) E H, x H, satisfying 
(1.14) and (1.15) together with the compatibility condition of order 3. 
Then, the set 6 in the introduction is defined by 6 = U,+,I.L,O G,,,,. 
Let us consider some special cases. 
COROLLARY 1.1. We assume g(u) = f = 0 and the Hypothesis I is 
fulfilled with L = 00. Let (u,, u, ) E H, x H, satisfy) the compatibility condi- 
tion of order 3. Then, there exists a positive constant E, independent of 
(uO, ul) such that if 
(z,+z,)(I,+I,+z,)<E,. (1.21) 
the problem (IBV) (Mith g = f = 0) admits a unique (classical) solution u in 
the class (1.16). Moreover E(Dfu(t)), i=O, 1, 2, 3, decay exponentially as 
t+co. 
Proof In this situation we can take C, = di = 0, i= 0, 1, . . . . and M= 
L = 0~;. Thus, the conditions (1.14) are satisfied automatically. Moreover 
we see 
Q:=G, Q:=I:, BI=max(Zi, Z:}, 
and 
B: = maxiI:, If, Is}. 
Therefore, the condition ( 1.15 ) is equivalent to ( 1.21 ). Q.E.D. 
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Remark. It is easy to see that for the solution u in Corollary 1.1, 
I14~)llC2(~), Ib,(~)llC~(~), and Il~,,(t)ll~~~, decay exponentially as t -+ ~0. The 
same result holds for the solutions in Theorem 1.1 if f(t) tends to 0 
exponentially in stronger norms. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Consider the case 
a(u,) = II,, g(u) = uZm+ ‘, and f(x, t) = 0, 
Mith m > 1. We set 
6, = {(u,, u,) E H, x H, I (u,, u,) satisfies the compati- 
bility condition of order 3 and the inequality CI,{ I0 + I, + 
I,(l+I,)MZ”~‘+z,(l+z,)*M4”~*)<M2} (1.22) 
for A4 > 0, where C is a certain positive constant independent of ( uO, u, ). 
Then, zf ( uO, u, ) E 6, for some M > 0 the problem (IBV) admits a unique 
solution u in the class (1.16) with Ilu(t % <M. 
Proof: In this case Hypothesis I is satisfied with k, = k”, = k, = 1, /?, = 0, 
r = 0, ki = 0, i= 2, 3, and L = co. Hypothesis II is satisfied with Co = 1, 
c1=0, and 
C,(M) = CM2”-’ (1.23) 
for certain C> 0. Thus, the second inequality of (1.14) and the condi- 
tion (1.15) are fulfilled automatically. It is easy to see the first inequality of 
(1.14) is equivalent to (1.22). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Needless to say Theorem 1.1 is applicable even if g(u) is 
not monotonically increasing. For example, consider g(u) = -Use+ i in 
Corollary 1.1 instead of uzm + ‘. Then, the conclusionis still valid for 
0 <M< M,, where M, is a certain positive constant independent of 
(u,, u,). 
2. A PRIORI ESTIMATES (I) 
For the proof of Theorem 1.1 it suffices to derive a priori estimates for 
assumed smooth solutions (cf. (1.12), (1.13)). We begin with the following 
estimate. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let T > 0 and u(t) be a solution as in Proposition 1.1, 
satisfying 
Ilu(t x < M and IIu,(t)ll % ‘CL on [0, T). 
409146 I-16 
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Then, we have 
sup @u(s)) 6 e,‘, and E(u(t)) 6 CB,‘, 
O<scmm(l. T) 
Moreover, ij’ A0 > 0 we have 
E( u( t)) < Qie m’ for O< t < T 
with certain p. > 0 and 0: = @(I,, A4, L) > 0. 
fbr 0 6 t < 7’. 
(2.1 
(2.2 
ProoJ: The proof of (2.1) or (2.2) is essentially included in our previous 
papers (cf. [6, 73). However, we need precise information on the quantities 
Qi, Bi, etc., and we reproduce the proof briefly, which will be also con- 
venient for subsequent futher estimations of solutions. For simplicity we 
use the notation 11. I/ for 11. II z in what follows. 
Multiplying the equation in (IBV) (see (1.17)) by U, and integrating we 
have 
;E(u(t))+j (s(u,)u&=?;LI.fu~dx 
R 
(2.3) 
and hence, by the assumption on (T, 
k,’ j”’ 
I 
/lu,(s)i12dsQj’+‘jQa(u,)u,d.xds 
I 
=E(u(r))-E(u(r+l))+/‘+’ jQfu,dxdJ 
f 
= D(t)“. (2.4) 
Therefore, there exist t, E [t, t + b], t, E [t + i, t + 1 ] such that 
Ildt;)ll G 2 & D(t). i= 1, 2. (2.5) 
Next, multiplying the equation by u(t) and integrating over 52 x [tl, t2] we 
find 
I” { ,,Vu(s)ll’+ 1 
11 n 
g(u)u dx} ds 
= -(u,(tJ, 4tz)) + (u,(tl), u(t,))+ jr2 IIds)I12 d.~ 11 
12 
-I 5 Q c(u,)udxds+ I?’ ,fu d.x ds 11 Q (1 0 
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d (4 &D(t) +d,&@) sup Ilu(s + koD(t)’ 
t<.v</+1 
+ k,D(t) 2(r+ l)/lr+?) SUP II4~)II,+z 
t<5<f+l 
+ i;, Ji;; D(t) sup IMs)ll 
r<s<r+1 
= A(t)‘, 
where we have used Hypothesis I. 
It follows from (2.4) and (2.6) that (see Hyp. II) 
I ” E(u(s)) ds< C,A(t)‘+ koD(t)*, 11 
and hence, there exists t* E [tl, t2] such that 
E(u(t*)) G 2(C,A(t)* + k,D(t)‘). (2.8) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
By the energy indentity as in (2.4) we have further 
Since 
sup 
tCS<t+l 
E(u(s))dE(u(t*))+ j’+’ j a(u,)u,dxds 
I a 
<2(C,A(t)*+k,D(t)*)+D(t)‘. (2.9) 
Il4~)II,+~ 6const. IWII and Ilull < const. IlVull 
we have from (2.6) and (2.9) that 
sup E(u(s))< CC;{k;D(t)4”+““‘+2’ 
r<s<r+1 
+ k,( 1 +E:) D(t)‘+ d~epZior) 
for a certain constant C > 0 independent of M, L, and U. 
(2.10) 
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Here we also note that (2.3) implies immediately 
sup E(z~(s))bE(z~(o))+k”J~. 
OQ.$< I 
(2.11) 
From (2.10) we shall first derive the boundedness of E(u(t)). For this 
suppose that E(u(t)) < E(u( t + 1)) for some t. Then, we have from (2.10) 
(recall (2.4)) 
2lr-t Il;lr+2) 
sup E(u(s)) d CC’; kf 
rC.T<f+ I i ( 
1” ’ s, jfu,i dx ds) 
I 
+k,(l +“;)/-‘+’ j” Ifu,l &ds+d,Ze-‘““’ 
I R I 
<CC,3(kfd,Z”+““‘+C” sup lIU(S)I12(r+1J.(r+2J 
r<.s<r+1 
+ k,( 1 + @do sup IIu(s)II ). (2.12) 
t<J<r+ 1 
Thus, if E(u( t)) < E(u( t + 1)) for some t we have 
E(u(t + 1)) ,< sup E(u(s)) 
I<.V<l+ I 
<CC3'k2"+2)do2"+'J+k~(1 +i;':)d,'} \ 01 I 
= (Bb)“. (2.13) 
From (2.11) and (2.13) we conclude 
sup ECu( dmax{ sup E(u(s)), (Bb)'} 
I>0 O<stl 
<max{Z~+k~d~, (Bb)‘}-Bi. (2.14) 
Moreover, from (2.10) and (2.14) we obtain 
sup E(u(s))6CC,3((k:B~“‘+” 
f.SJGt+ 1 
+k,(l +i;;))(E(u(t))-E(u(t+ I))} 
+ (,@$/(‘+21 + k,( 1 + I;:))’ d&--2? (2.15) 
Applying Lemma 1.2 to (2.15) we can get the estimate (2.2). Q.E.D. 
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES (II) 
For further estimations of the (assumed) solutions of the problem (IBV) 
we prepare the following: 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let T> 1 and u(t) he a solution of(ZBV) on [0, T) in 
the sence of Proposition 1.1 with 
Ilu(t cc < kf and Il4(f)ll SC <L on [0, T). 
Consider a solution U E C( [0, T); HP) n C’( [IO, T); L”) of the linear 
equation 
U,, - A U i- a’( u,) U, = F(x, t) on Q x [0, T) 
U(0) = U,, E HP, U,(O) = u, EL’, and Ul3* = 0, 
(3.1) 
where FE L’( [0, T); L’(Q)). Then, it holds that 1+1 I s a’( u,) U; dx ds f R 
=E(u(t))-E(u(t+l))+j,‘+‘~QFu,dxds (3.2) 
and 
sup E(U(s)),<Ck,{E(U(t))-E(U(t+ 1))) 
rss<r+1 
+j’+’ j” a’(~,) IU12d.xds 
t R 
+[‘+I[ IFI (IUI+k,IU,I)dxd~ (3.3) 
I D 
for 0 < t < T- 1. (C denotes constants independent of h4, L, u and U.) 
Proof. The proof is quite similar (and simpler) to the proof of Proposi- 
tion 2.1 and we sketch it briefly. 
Multiplying the equation by U, and integrating we have 
k~ls”’ , 
IlU,J2ds~f+’ j a’(u,) IUfdxds 
f R 
=E(U(t))-E(U(t+ l))+I,‘+’ jQFU,dxds 
= D(t)‘. (3.4) 
((3.2) is thus trivial.) 
On the other hand, multiplying the equation by U and integrating over 
~x[~t,,t~],t~t,<t,~r+l, wehd 
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s I2 IIvwl/* A= -(U,(t*), Ut,)) + (U,(f, 1, ut, )I I f  
++ j”j a’(~,) IU,l’d.xds 
1 11 Q 
+j”j a’(~,) IUI*dxds 
11 Q 
1: 
+ IS 
FU dx ds. 
11 Q 
(3.5) 
Combining (3.4) and (3.5) we can derive 
~<S~~+,4u(“))~C.{ko~(‘)2+j~+’ jQFUdxds 
. . 
+ a’(~,) I UI’ dx ds 
which implies (3.3) immediately. Q.E.D. 
Now, differentiating Eq. (1.7) in t we have 
u,r, - Au, + a’(u,) ut, + d(U)% =ft(x, 2) on 52x[O,cci) 
u,(O)=u,, u,,(O) = u*, and 4x2 = 0. 
(3.6) 
Applying Propositions 2.1 and 3.1 to (3.6) we can show the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let u(t) be a smooth solution on [0, T), T> 0, of the 
Problem (ZBV) with 
Then, 
II4t)ll x < M and Il~,(~)ll cc <L on [0, T). 
sup E(u,(s)) < CQ:, sup E(u,(t)) < CB: (3.7) 
OGsGMin(1.T) 120 
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and moreover, if 1, A, > 0, 
E(u,(t)) f Q:epLL1’ for 1 < t < T (3.8) 
with certain p, > 0 and &: = @(&, A,, M, L) > 0. 
Proof: Applying Proposition 3.1 with U= u, to (3.6) we see easily 
SUP E(a)) 6 Ch{E(u,(t) - E(u,(t + 1))) 
r<.s<r+1 1+1 
+C s i a’(~,) Iu,I’ d.u ds I R 
x { Iu,,I + Iu,I Ax ds. (3.9) 
Here, 
/,‘+$J’(uJ lu,l’dxds~k,J’:t’~~o(u,)u,~C.k,B:, (3.10) 
by (2.1) and (2.4). Moreover, since Ig’(u)l <C,(M)(l + IuI’+‘) with 
Odcc<l we find 
QC 
s 
If1 
* 
{c,(W(l + “4~” 11411~,~2--1~+ llftll ~(Il~,,lI + Ilu,ll)ds 
~CfC,(w(l+ SUP I14~)llZ~‘) ,<;;P+, II%(~)II1-o IIW~W 
f<.S<f+ I . . 
+ d,e-“I’ ,<;:P+, JaGm (O=(a+ 1V) 
. . 
d C(C,(M)(l + sup (C,E(u(s)))‘“+“‘2) 
ISS<l+l 
X sup (C,E(u(s)))” -0)‘2 sup E(u,(s))” +a”2 
r<s<t+l t<s<r+ 1 
+d,e-‘I* sup J’m). 
r<ssr+ L 
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Thus, we obtain, for 0 < t < T - 1. 
sup E(u,(s)~Cli,iE(u,(t))-E(Ic,(r+ 1)); 
/<v<i+l 
+C~,C,B;?,+C{C,(M)4”’ ~-%) 
x(l+CI;+““B;+1)4”1 X’C,B; 
+(pe- x,1\ 
I I. (3.11) 
Also, from the inequality 
we have 
&,W) 6 1; + j’ j (IgWl b,I + If,l) 14 d-y ds 
0 R 
sup 44s)) G CQ:, (3.12) 
O~~~minll.7) 
where we recall 
(compare with the last term of (3.11)). 
From (3.11) and (3.12) we obtain 
sup E(u,(t))<max{CQT, C(B;)‘) F CB:, 
OCi<T 
(3.13) 
where we recall 
(B’#=C,(M)4/‘1 ~a)(1 +Cg+I)li2B;+1)4/(1 “‘C,B;+d;. 
We can replace Bt in (3.10) and (3.11) by oie-J’O’ (see (2.2)) and hence, 
applying Lemma 1.2 we obtain the decay estimate (3.8). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 Under the same assumptions of Proposition 3.2 ,re have 
further 
Ilu(fNl ZH? < c& and ll4t)ll2, d C&i Bo& (3.14 ) 
Proof By the theory of elliptic boundary value problem we see 
Il4f)ll,, G c IlWt)ll 
G C{ II4,(t)ll + Ildu,(t))ll + lIg(4t))ll + Ilf(t)ll 1. (3.15 ) 
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Here, our assumptions on a(~,) and g(u) imply 
Il~(~,(~)H’~4+’ IlU,ll:~:::~+h IMN’ (by (1.5)) 
d Ck;+’ llu,(t)ll z+“+h lMt)llZ 
and (3.16) 
Ig(u(t))l ~CC,(~)~Ilu(~)ll + l14~)ll>~2j. 
Thus, the estimate for Ilu(t HI follows immediately from (2.1) and (3.7). 
The second inequality of (4.14) follows from the inequality 
IMt)ll’, dC llu(f)lle II~(~)ll,&CJCoEo) lIu(t)ll,,z. Q.E.D. 
4. A PRIORI ESTIMATES (III) 
In this section we want to derive a priori estimates for E(u,,( t)), which 
will be a key for the proof of Theorem 1.1 when C(U) is nonlinear. 
Differentiating Eq. (1.7) twice with respect to t we have 
D:‘u-dD;u+a’(u,)D;u+cr”(u,)(D~u)2 
+ g”(u)(u,)2 + g’(u) Dfu = off: (4.1) 
Applying Proposition 3.1 to (4.1) with U = Df u we see (if T> 1) 
sup E(D;u(s))<Ck,{E(D;u(t)-E(Dfu(t+l))) 
l<.T<l+l 
+ C j,‘+’ s, W’(u,)l ID:u12+ lg”(u)l 14’ 
+ Id( 1% + lD;fl)(ID:ui -t IDful, dxds 
forO<t<T-1. 
Here, we see 
+Cj’+’ j-/(u,) IDf~(~d.xds 
, 
1+1 
s s b”(u,)l ID;u12 (ID;‘uI + ID;uI) dx ds f R 
t+ I 
d 
s s 
~r’(u,)(lD;ul~+ID;u~~)d.xds 
f R 
!-, 
1+1 
+ Ck, Il%4: ds (by Hypothesis I). (4.2) 
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If1 < s c a’(q) ID;ul’d.~ds+CB; f R 
+ Ck, sup llm4s)ll* ll~:wll~~ (4.3) 
f<J<I-t I 
where we have used the inequality 1+1 I s a’(~,) Iu,,(* d.x ds< CBf I R (4.4) 
which follows easily from (3.4) with U= U, and F= -g’(u)u, +f, and the 
estimates (3.11) and (3.13 ). 
Moreover we see 
I+1 
5 I Ig”(u)l lu,l* (ID+ + ID;?uI, d-x ds I R 
<C,(M) j’+’ j (1 + lul”) Iu,l* (JD;ul + ID;u()dxds 
, R 
(by Hypothesis II) 
d CC,(M) j’” 
r (1 + lMF,$ Ibrll& W:4 + ll@ull) ds 
d-5 sup E(D:u(s)) + C,.C,(M)’ 
r<.T<t+ I 
X sup 
r<.c<r+ 1 
(1 + ll4mfy)* Il4mj 
and I+1 s s (Id( I#4 + P:flW:4 + P:ul) d-x ds f R 
s 
It1 
<C , {C,(W(l + ll4~‘, lIe4,/(2-~,+ Il~:fll 
x (Il@ull + II@4 1 ds 
Gcc,(wl+ sup lMs)ll~‘) 
f<S<l+l 
X sup Ilo:u(s)ll’~BE(D:u(s))“+H”2 
1<3<1+ I 
+ Cd2ec”” sup E(D$(s)). 
fS.TCf+ I 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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Here, we also note that (see (3.2)) 
ffl s I a’(u,) ID~uJ’dxds,<E(D~u(t))-E(D’u(t+ 1)) , a 
+ p,+’ J kf(ut) Iu,,12 + Id(u) Iu,12 
I l2 
x Id(u)I lu,,I + P:fl) I@4 d-x ds. (4.7) 
It follows from (4.2)-(4.6) that 
sup E(D:u(s))~Ck,{E(D?u(t))-E(D:u(t+ 1))) 
r<s<r+ 1 
+ CB; + Ck, sup E(u,(s)) E(L+(S))3” 
rGs<l+l 
+ CC,(ikq2 sup (1 + CO-q+)))” E(G))2 
r<s<r+1 
+ C(C,(M){ 1 + (C,E(u(s)))‘“+ 1)‘2})8”‘--z’ 
x E(u,(s)) + Cd;epi2’ 
<Ck,(E(D;u(r))-E(D;u(t+ 1))) 
+CB:+Ck,B, sup E(DZu(s))“2 , 
I<.\il+l 
+C(C,(M){l +(C,B~)‘“+1”2~.)s”‘~~a)B;? 
+ cdfe-??.‘l 
= A(t)‘, (4.8) 
and also from (4.7), 
1+1 s s d(u,) JD;uJ’d.uds<A(~)~. , R (4.9) 
Similarly we have 
sup m$w 
Oss<min(l,T) 
d CQ: + Ck,Ql o<,q~;;,, T)  E(#4$)3’2, 
. ‘. 
(4.10) 
where we recall 
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Let us suppose for a moment that 
Ck,B, J-G+ for O<tGT’ 
with some T’ < T. Then, we have from (4.8) 
(4.1 1) 
(4.12) 
if 0 < t < T’ - 1, where we recall 
Also, from (4.10) (note that Q, d B,) we see 
sup E(D:u(s)) G CQ;. 
Oss<min(l.T’t 
(4.13) 
As is usual, it follows from (4.12) and (4.13 ) 
E(D:u(t)) d C max{ Qf. (Bi)‘} = CB; for O<t<T’. (4.14) 
Now, let us make the assumption 
k,B,B,<q, (4.15) 
for some so > 0. If we take a0 > 0 sufficiently small the assumption (4.15) 
implies that the inequality (4.11) holds as long as the (smooth) solution u 
exists. Consequently, we arrive at the estimates (4.13) and (4.14) with any 
T’ < T under the assumption (4.15) with a certain so > 0. Moreover, from 
(4.7) 
a’(~,) #ul’d.xds<CB; (4.16) 
for O<t<T-1. 
When 1,A,i,>O we can obtain, instead of (4.14) and (4.16), the 
exponential decay estimates as is usual. Let us summarize the above 
arguments in the following 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let (uo, u,) E H, x H, satisjj the compatibility condi- 
tion of order 3 and let u(t) be the solution of the problem (IBV) on 
Q x [0, T), T > 0. Assume that 
Ilu(t oc, < h4 and IIu,(t)ll x -CL on [0, T). 
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Then, there exists q, > 0 indkependent of M, L, (u,, u,) and T such that if 
(4.15) holds, bve have the estimates 
E(Dfu(t)) d CB; ,for 06 t< T (4.17) 
and (4.16). 
Moreover, if E.,i, AZ > 0 tee have the decay estimate 
E(D;u(t)) + j”’ j d(u,(s)) D;u(s)12 dx ds 
r-1 R 
6 Q2e -2 -IQ’, 1 < t < T, (4.18) 
lvith some &i = @(IO, I,, I?, M, L) and p2 = pr(M, L, &, A,, A2) > 0. 
Proposition 4.1 in the above is used to get the estimate for Ilut(t)ll CIS. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Under the same assumptions of Proposition 4.1 we 
have 
lIu,(t)ll Hz d c&, O<t<T, (4.19) 
and 
Ilu,(t)ll ,x‘ d CB;f4@4, O<t<T. (4.20) 
Proof By the regularity theory of elliptic equations we have 
II~,(t)llH,~ c II~UIII = c II#u+ o’(u,)u,,+ d(U)%-f,ll 
G C{ Ilm4)ll + Ilo’( u,,(t)ll + IIg’(4t)) u,(t)ll 
+ Ilf,(t)ll>. 
Here, since la’(~)l~<i;~(k;+~ IuI~~+E~}, we have 
lla’(u,)~,,(~)l12~~:~~(k;+2 b,12’+k) b,,12d-~ 
<C&k;+’ Ilu,(t)ll$ lIumll$+i;, 11~,,(~)112) 
and also 
Thus, we obtain the estimate (4.19). Inequality (4.20) follows 
immediately from (4.19) and the inequality 
Ilu,(t)ll, d c I14(t)ll”4 llW,ll$4. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. It is clear that if J,E., E., > 0 we can get the exponential decay 
for llu,(f)ll H2. 
5. A PRIORI ESTIMATES (IV) AND COMPLETION OF THE 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Let u(t) be a solution in the sense of Proposition 1.1. Then, we have 
derived in the previous sections (see Propositions 3.3 and 4.2) that 
/I u( t) )I Q CB”‘B”” 0 I and llu,( t)ll x < CB;‘4&4 (5.1) 
for 0 6 t < T with certain constant C> 0 independent of M, L, (u,, u,) and 
T under the assumptions (4.15) and 
Ilu(t x <M and Il4(t)ll 7 <L in [0, T). (5.2) 
Now, let us make the further assumption: 
CBy’jj;!” < M and CB;J4B;‘4 < L (5.3) 
with C in (5.1). 
Then, by (5.1) we can conclude that the estimates (5.2) hold on [0, T) 
automatically and consequently (5.1) under the assumption (4.15). Of 
course, the conclusions of Propositions 2.1, 3.2, and 4.1 hold under the 
conditions (4.15) and (5.3). Taking these into account we shall proceed to 
further estimations of the (assumed) smooth solution u(t) on [0, T). 
Differentiating Eq. (1.7) three times with respect to t we have 
Dju - dD$ + a’(u,) Dpu + 30”(24,) u,,D:u + d”(u,)(u,,)3 
+ g’(u) D;tc + 3g”(u) u,u,, + g”‘(u)(u,)3 = D; f (5.4) 
with Dfu(0) = uj E Hy and D;‘u(O) = u4 E L2. 
Applying Proposition 3.1 to (5.4) we have, if T> 1, 
sup E(D;u(s))bCk,{E(D;u(t)-E(D;u(t+ 1))) 
t<s<t+ I 
ffl 
+ 40 I I I R (Iu,,I ID:ul + Iu,,13 
+ lD:ul + I+ Id + Iu,13) 
x(JD;ul + lD;lul)dxds 
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~Ck,{E(D:u(t))--(D:u(t+ 1))) 
+40 sup { I/u,,IIHJf lW;:ull3 t<s<t+ I 
+ lId$+ Il~:~ll + /I4/f IIUrrll3 
+ Ild/y+4e ijl} JEf@ij$ 
for 0 < t < T- 1 with some q. = qo( I,, I,, I,) > 0, and hence 
E(Dfu(t))< Q:epJi3*, O<r<T, (5.5) 
with some ,uL3>O(pX=0 if loA,l,A,=O) and ~:=~:(Z,,Z,,Z,,Z,)>O. 
The a priori estimates obtained by now show that the local solution u in 
Proposition 1.1 can be continued on [0, W) under the assumptions (4.15) 
and (5.3) and the extended solution, which we denote again by U, belongs 
to 
W4-x([0, co));L')n W3,'x([0, m):Hf)n W'.x([O, IX): H,nHy) 
and hence (cf. Strauss [13]) 
C4([0, m);L')nC'([O, 00); HP) nC'([O, co); Hz n Hy). (5.6) 
Needless to say, the concluding estimates of Propositions 2.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 
and the estimate (5.5) are valid for u on [IO, m). 
Now, by Eq. (4.1) we have 
Au,, = D;lu + d(u,) D;u + d’(u,)(u,,)’ 
+ g”(zo(u,)2 + g’(zc) u,, -f,, E C( co, m 1; L2) 
and hence 
u,, E C( [0, cc ); H, n HP) or u E C”( [0, x, ); H, n HP). 
Moreover, we can use the equation 
du,=D;u+a’(u,)u,,+g’(u)u,-f;d(R+;H;) 
(5.7) 
to get 
u,EC(R+;H3nHF) or uEC’(R+; H,nHy). 
Finally, we can check easily with the use of (5.7) that 
Au = u,, + a(~,) + g(u) +,f~ C( CO, cc 1; Hz) 
and hence 
(5.8) 
UEC([O, co); H,nHF). 
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The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now completed. 
Remark. It is clear from the proof of the theorem that we can get the 
exponential decay estimate for u in Theorem 1.1 in the following way: 
with some 0: = &( lluoll H4, /Iu, IlH3) > 0 and p4 > 0 provided that 
,+ llDj,f(t)ilL:<d4e mi4’ 
for some I,>O. 
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